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  LESS EQUALS MORE

A MESSAGE FROM 
STEPHAN JOST, 
MICHAEL AND SONJA 
KOERNER DIRECTOR, 
AND CEO

The AGO is having a moment. There’s a real energy when I walk through the galleries, 
thanks to the thousands of visitors who have experienced the AGO for the first time – or 
their hundredth. It is an energy that reflects our vibrant and diverse city, and one that 
embraces the undeniable power of art to change the world. And we want more people to 
experience it and make the AGO a habit. 

Our membership is generous and strong. Because of your support, on May 25 
we’re launching a new admission model to remove barriers and encourage deeper 
relationships with the AGO. The two main components are:

• Everyone 25 and under can visit for free

• Anyone can purchase a pass for $35 and visit as many times as they’d like for a full year
 

Without your vital support as an AGO Member, this new initiative wouldn’t be possible. 
Thanks to you, a teenager might choose us to impress their date or a tired dad might take 
his children for a quick 30-minute visit, knowing he can come back again and again. You 
will continue to enjoy the special benefits of membership, including Members’ Previews 
that give you first access to our amazing exhibitions. 

This new model will bring positive change to the AGO and to our city. I’m excited for 
what the future holds and the many new visitors we will welcome in the coming months.

TO CELEBRATE THIS AMAZING INITIATIVE, WE’RE LAUNCHING 
AGO ALL HOURS – OUR SPECIAL ALL-DAY, ALL-AGES EVENT – 
ON SATURDAY, MAY 25. I HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE! 
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The AGO is thankful for the generous support of the partners and sponsors of this initiative. AGO.CA

Lead Supporters Generous Supporters

The Lindy Green Family Charitable Foundation
Robert Harding & Angel Yang
Richard Rooney & Laura Dinner

Anonymous Donor

The Bennett Family Foundation

Robin & David Young

OUR MEMBERSHIP IS GENEROUS AND STRONG. 
BECAUSE OF YOUR SUPPORT WE ARE INTRODUCING 

FREE ADMISSION TO EVERYONE 25 AND UNDER.





#INFINITYAGO ACHIEVED

OPPOSITE PAGE: Yayoi Kusama, 
INFINITY MIRRORED ROOM – LET’S 
SURVIVE FOREVER, 2017. Wood, metal, 
glass mirrors, LED lighting system 
monofilament, stainless steel balls 
and carpet, 312.4 x 624.8 x 622.9 cm.
© YAYOI KUSAMA. Courtesy David Zwirner, 
New York; Ota Fine Arts, Tokyo/Singapore/
Shanghai; Victoria Miro, London/Venice. 
Photo © AGO Image Resources.

What do you do when you have an extraordinary opportunity to acquire an artwork 
from one of the world’s most acclaimed artists? You reach out to your community and 
ask for their help!

Thanks to more than 4,700 donors and the David Yuile and Mary Elizabeth Hodgson 
Fund, the AGO acquired Canada’s first permanent Infinity Mirrored Room artwork by 
internationally acclaimed artist Yayoi Kusama last December. Infinity Mirrored Room - 
Let’s Survive Forever opens to the public on May 25 this year, after weeks of previews 
for donors and AGO Members. 

The crowdfunding campaign galvanized everyone from first-time donors to long-
time AGO supporters. Every single donation – from $1 to $25,000 – helped make the 
#InfinityAGO campaign a success. The David Yuile and Mary Elizabeth Hodgson 
Fund for the Acquisition of Contemporary Art, held in The Art Gallery of Ontario 
Foundation, was instrumental in the campaign – providing the initial $1 million 
toward the purchase and additional funds as the campaign neared its completion.

Thank you to everyone who supported #InfinityAGO – we couldn’t have done it 
without you! We look forward to welcoming visitors into this immersive and engaging 
art experience for years to come. 

Purchased with funds from the David Yule & Mary Elizabeth Hodgson Fund, Michelle Koerner & Kevin Doyle, Robert 
Dorrance & Gail Drummond, The Schulich Foundation, Soichiro & Junko Yamamoto, Diane Bald & Michael Budman, 
Don & Denyse Green, DH Gales Foundation, Maxine Granovsky Gluskin & Ira Gluskin, Barry Appleton & Magaly 
Bianchini, Emmanuelle Gattuso, Sheryle & David Saunders, Robin & David Young, Laura E. Baldini, Diana Billes, Edison 
Chai, Julian Chan & Yi Hyun Park, The Francis and Denise Connolly Family, Creeds, Eileen Farrow, Ivan Fecan & Sandra 
Faire, Hallisey Family, Victoria Jackman, Val Koziol, David Kozman & Kristin Blakely-Kozman, The Charles & Jane Kucey 
Foundation Fund, Jämes Lee & the Julie Institute, Chelsea Longaphy & Bernie Li, Martha LA McCain, Carolyn D. Mullin, 
Samuel & Alice Peralta, In Memory of Pierrette & Abel Rancourt, Heather & Aaron Regent, Shevlen Family, Mary Sinclair, 
Jay Smith & Laura Rapp, J. Kenneth & Margaret Syer-Torrance, and the generosity of thousands of art lovers, 2018.

Installation sponsored by

This installation is included with  
General Admission. It is located  
in the Signy Eaton North Gallery  
on Level 2. Access is through  
Galleria Italia.

THIS PAGE: Inspired by Yayoi Kusama, 
 young students in New York City built  
their own Dot Dot Gallery. Their teacher,  
Ms. Larson, is a passionate Kusama fan  
and an #InfinityAGOcampaign donor.



These delicate and subtle artworks invite you to stop, pause and contemplate.     

Vija Celmins: To Fix the Image in Memory is the first major North American retrospective 
of the celebrated artist’s work in more than two decades. One of the few women to be 
recognized as a significant artist in 1960s Los Angeles, Celmins relocated to New York 
City in 1981, where she continues to live and work. Her subject matter ranges from early 
studio still life paintings and sculpture to small-scale drawings of ocean surfaces, spider 
webs and celestial skies, all meticulously rendered with painstaking detail and a distinc-
tive artistic process. 

Featuring more than 110 stunning works, this exhibition highlights Celmins’s 
intensive and meticulous approach to creating artistic “redescriptions” of the physical 
world. The exhibition will also feature several large-scale paintings drawn from the 
artist’s newest body of work.    

 
The exhibition is co-organized by the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art and The Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Presenting Partner

Generously supported by      Cecily & Robert Bradshaw 
       Phil Lind & Ellen Roland 

TO FIX THE IMAGE IN MEMORY

BY KITTY SCOTT
Carol & Morton Rapp Curator, 
Modern and Contemporary Art

EXHIBITION
VIJA CELMINS
To Fix the Image in Memory 
Vivian & David Campbell Centre 
for Contemporary Art, Level 5
Closing August 5

Vija Celmins, Clouds, 1968. 
Graphite on paper, 34.9 x 47 cm. 
Collection of Eba and Jerry Sohn. 
© Vija Celmins. Photo: courtesy 
Matthew Marks Gallery.



“I adjust everything to the reality in front of me, 
not to any other kind of imagined truth.”    —Vija Celmins

Vija Celmins, Untitled (Ocean), 1977. 
Graphite on acrylic ground on paper, 
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, 
bequest of Alfred M. Esberg © Vija Celmins. 
Photo: Don Ross, courtesy San Francisco 
Museum of Modern Art.





With a strong focus on women both behind and in front of the camera, this exhibition 
highlights remarkable photographs from the inter-war years — 1920s–1940s — in the 
AGO Collection. It showcases the explosion and expansion of photography that expressed 
the age of modernism, rapid change and experimentation both in Europe and North 
America. This dynamism is seen in the photographs produced by and of women who 
became agents of power using the camera in provocative and original ways.

The show features a broad range of works by pioneering female photographers, some 
of whom had their own studios. Running a commercial enterprise was not an insignifi-
cant achievement in an age when women in many countries could not yet vote!

Artists such as Germaine Krull, Ilse Bing, Hannah Höch and Barbara Morgan are 
highlighted for their use of the camera as both an expressive and economic emancipatory 
tool. Canonical works by photographers such as Man Ray, László Moholy-Nagy, James 
VandDerZee, Violet Keene and Manuel Álvarez Bravo enhance the exhibition, which 
also presents photographs featuring women as models across race, class and sexual 
orientation.

Presented in collaboration with the Scotiabank CONTACT Photography Festival.

BY JULIE CROOKS
Assistant Curator of Photography

EXHIBITION
PHOTOGRAPHY, 1920s–1940s: 
Women in Focus
Edmond G. Odette Family Gallery
Robert & Cheryl McEwen Gallery

Tina Modotti, Hands of a Washerwoman, 
c. 1928, Platinum print, 19.6 x 24.7 cm. 
Malcolmson Collection. Gift of Harry 
and Ann Malcolmson in partnership 
with a private donor, 2014.

OPPOSITE PAGE: Lotte Jacobi, Portait of 
Claire Bauroff, Berlin, around 1928, printed 
1979 from Photographs of Dance and Theatre 
portfolio. Gelatin silver print, 23.5 X 17.2 cm. 
Gift of Sandra Ball and Marcia Reid, 1987. 
© The University of New Hampshire. Used 
with permission.

AGENTS OF POWER



Brian Jungen, Warrior 1, 2017. Nike Air Jordans, 
leather, 99.06 x 81.28 x 73.66 cm. Courtesy 
the artist and Casey Kaplan, New York. 
© Brian Jungen. Photo by Jason Wyche.



BRIAN JUNGEN FRIENDSHIP CENTRE

Installation view, Brian Jungen, 
Kunstverein Hannover, 2013.  
Photo: Raymond Zakowski.

BY KITTY SCOTT
Carol & Morton Rapp Curator, 
Modern and Contemporary Art

EXHIBITION
BRIAN JUNGEN
Friendship Centre 
Opens June 20
Sam & Ayala Zacks Pavilion

CURATORS’ CIRCLE 
Tuesday, June 18
 
AGO NEXT
Thursday, June 20

MEMBERS’ PREVIEWS 
Tuesday, June 18 
10:30 am – 5 pm 
Wednesday, June 19 
10:30 am – 6 pm

 
ARTIST’S TALK AND 
PUBLIC OPENING
Wednesday, June 19, 5:30 pm

BRIAN JUNGEN MULTISENSORY 
GALLERY GUIDE TOURS
from June 20 – August 25

ON THE COVER: Brian Jungen, 
Clearwater Lake, British Columbia,  
2006. Photo © Linda Chinfen.

Internationally acclaimed artist Brian Jungen invites visitors to think of his exhibition 
in relation to Indigenous gathering spaces. In particular, Native Friendship Centres, 
which are located in urban centres across Canada and welcome all people, have 
inspired the ethos embedded in his conceptualization of this exhibition. 

This exhibition is an in-depth exploration of Jungen’s unique approach to sculpture and 
the largest exhibition of his work to date. He has repeatedly worked with existing con-
sumer products, reassembling them to make potent new forms. His recent Warrior 
sculpture series, made from Air Jordans, presents variations on Indigenous headdresses, 
while his Prototypes for New Understanding series are made from Nike sneakers sewn 
together to resemble masks created by Northwest Coast peoples.

The AGO is featuring Jungen’s sculptures, paintings, drawings and a major multi-
screen projection spanning his entire career, from his early Prototype masks and a monu-
mental tipi created from 11 leather sofas, to a turtle made from plastic stepping stools 
and filing cabinets. His newly created works include an updated cut of Modest Livelihood, 
a film he made with artist Duane Linklater that explores the artists’ relationship to the 
land through moose hunting. A large-scale installation housing many of his sports-related 
sculptures is also featured.

 The exhibition makes public for the first time material from Jungen’s archive, 
offering viewers access into the artist’s working process, giving us deeper insight 
into how he thinks and creates.

Brian Jungen: Friendship Centre is organized by the Art Gallery of Ontario.

Generously supported by 

Volunteers of the AGO

Jay Smith & Laura Rapp

Sabourin Family Foundation

Generous assistance from



Collection-building is vital to the mission of an art museum. 

When adding a work to the AGO Collection, we do so with the 

intention of complementing an existing strength or developing 

a potential new area of focus. We pay careful attention to the 

importance and relevance of the work for today’s audience, 

as well as its potential to have meaning for future generations. 

The AGO Collection embodies our core mission – the relentless 

pursuit to ignite meaningful experiences every day through 

great art, audience engagement and learning opportunities.

The AGO focuses its collection-building efforts in five key areas: 

Indigenous & Canadian Art; European Art; Prints & Drawings; 

Photography; and Modern and Contemporary Art. The Gallery 

takes great pride in assuming the responsibility of caring for 

and displaying amazing art and artifacts from around the world.

RECENT ACQUISITIONS
These featured works are a selection from among the many 

extraordinary recent acquisitions made possible with the 

valuable support of donors who create a lasting impact with 

their generosity. If you are interested in supporting the AGO 

philanthropically, please visit AGO.ca/donate 

REBECCA BELMORE 
ANISHINAABE, B. 1960
A member of Lac Seul First Nation (Anishinaabe), Rebecca 
Belmore is an internationally recognized multidisciplinary art-
ist based in Toronto. Belmore’s performance and installation 
work often reflects issues of political and social importance to 
Indigenous peoples in Canada and worldwide. Tower is a new 
work commissioned by the AGO and finished on site. Tower 
and its companion work, tarpaulin (2018), use the the same 
materials as the homeless use in creating homes on the streets: 
tarps, blankets and shopping carts. The acquisition of Tower 
falls within our mandate and commitment to strengthen the 
representation of contemporary First Nations, Métis and Inuit 
artworks in the AGO Collection. 

Rebecca Belmore, Tower, 2018. Shopping carts and clay, 475 x 114.3 x 182.9 cm.  
Purchase, with funds from the Women’s Art Initiative and AGO General Acquisition Fund. 
Courtesy of the artist. © Rebecca Belmore.

BUILDING 
OUR COLLECTION



PROSPER D’ÉPINAY 
FRENCH, B. 1836, D. 1914
Painted sculpture has been a thriving art form for hundreds of 
years. Prosper d’Épinay’s portrait of his son Georges d’Épinay 
epitomizes three central tenets of sculptural realism – human 
scale, colour and expression. The sculpture celebrates the boy’s 
youth and beauty while capturing a level of reverie through the 
depiction of a fabulous 16th-century costume. His expression 
is animated and spry, a portrait of a precocious child by an 
observant father. Georges d’Épinay will entice and charm our 
visitors, commanding attention and repaying close study. 

Prosper d’Épinay, Georges d’Épinay, fils de l’artiste, c.1884. Polychrome terracotta, 
55.0 x 34.7 x 18.2 cm. Purchase with funds by exchange from the bequest of F.W.G. 
Fitzgerald, 2018. 2018/13.

VIJA CELMINS 
B. LATVIA, 1938 
Vija Celmins is one of the greatest printmakers of the 21st 
century. This group of eight prints invites contemplation and 
reflection. The nature of the media of mezzotint and drypoint 
prompts the viewer to consider the meticulous processes 
through which the artist created these detailed, engrossing 
works. They represent the culmination of Celmins’s print-
making career: the artist has said she does not plan to make 
any more prints. Adding these works to the AGO Collection 
will allow audiences for generations to come to experience 
Celmins’s accomplishments as a printmaker, in the Marvin 
Gelber Print & Drawing Study Centre.

Vija Celmins, Untitled (Dark Sky 4), 2016. Mezzotint on paper, plate mark: 41.0 x 38.1 cm. 
Purchase, Frank P. Wood Endowment, 2019. © Vija Celmins. 2018/3626.



MOHAMED BOUROUISSA 
ALGERIAN, B. 1978 
In 2014, Mohamed Bourouissa spent eight months in North 
Philadelphia documenting the activities of the Fletcher Street 
Urban Riders Club. This equestrian club offers local youth 
riding lessons as a means of providing a safe space amidst 
high unemployment and crime rates in the area. During this 
time, Bourouissa organized an event that paired local artists 
with young people to create costumes for the horses to be  
displayed at a public showcase “horse-tuning expo”. The 
13-minute film follows a unique structure of which one part  
is a narrative documentary observing the workings of the 
Urban Riders. The second part combines single and split-screen 
shots that flow seamlessly and attest to Bourouissa’s cinematic 
strengths. Although Bourouissa has exhibited twice at the AGO 
in connection with his artist residency in 2013 and 2014, this is 
the first work by the artist to enter the AGO Collection.

Mohamed Bourouissa, Horse Day, 2015. Two-channel video (colour and sound), 
13 mins, 28 secs. Purchased with funds from the Richard Ivey Foundation 
Contemporary Art Fund, the Elcy Wallace Fund and funds donated by Peter Ross, 
2018. © Mohamed Bourouissa.

MING SMITH 
AMERICAN, B. 1947 
Ming Smith is an African-American photographer who worked 
primarily in the 1970s. She is the only original female 
member of the renowned African-American photography 
collective Kamoinge, founded in 1963. The early charge of 
Kamoinge members was to challenge negative representations 
of African-Americans in photography. Smith’s work is less 
focused on documenting Black life than creating a personal 
response to that life. Her unique vision and surreal touch push 
back against reductive expectations of “black photography.”  
It challenges any limiting notion of what African-American 
photography should look like. It is personal and expressive 
without veering into sentimentality.

This print is one of a group of six works by Smith and the 
first by the artist to enter the AGO Collection. This is an impor-
tant step in helping to correct deeply entrenched racial and 
gender imbalances within the photographic canon. 

Ming Smith, Sun Ra space II, New York, NY, 1978. Gelatin silver print, 40.6 x 50.8 cm. 
Purchase, with funds generously donated by Cindy & Shon Barnett, 2018. © MIng 
Smith. 2018/35.

RECENT ACQUISITIONS  continued

About Canada Council for the Arts
 
We acknowledge the support of the Canada Council 
for the Arts, providing sustained funding for 
contemporary programming at the AGO. 

Among the contemporary highlights are 
Vija Celmins: To Fix the Image in Memory and 
Brian Jungen: Friendship Centre. Projects that celebrate 
the AGO Contemporary Collections are also made 
possible thanks to the Canada Council for the Arts.



Sandra Brewster Photography
Opening Ceremonies Wednesday, July 24  |  6 – 9 pm
Celebrate the opening of the groundbreaking photographic work of Toronto-based artist 
Sandra Brewster, who draws inspiration from her travels and the stories she heard from 
her Guyanese parents and other Caribbean folk who left their homes in the 1960s to 
pursue a “better life” in Canada. 

Karoo Ashevak Sculpture
Opens July 27
Born in Nunavut in 1940, Karoo Ashevak had a short but very productive career, starting 
in 1968 and ending when he passed away in 1974. Ashevak worked primarily with whale-
bone to create humourous and surreal figures of great imagination. 

Lisa Reihana: In Pursuit of Venice (Infected)
Opens September 21  |  Opening Ceremonies October 25
Leading New Zealand Maori artist Lisa Reihana’s important work from the 2017 Venice 
Biennial, called In Pursuit of Venus [Infected], will be shown for the first time in a 
Canadian museum when it is installed in the AGO’s McLean Centre for Indigenous & 
Canadian Art.

Inuit Photography and Book Launch
Exhibit Opens October 5  |  Book Launch October 25
Inuit historian and photographer Peter Pitseolak (1902–1973) started taking photos in the 
1940s, documenting the massive changes in their community. Saskatchewan Cree author 
Paul Seesequasis’s new photography book shows the resilient, empowering and daily side 
of Indigenous life, as captured by artists like Pitseolak.

aabaakwad (it clears after a storm)
2020 Biennale of Sydney
aabaakwad (it clears after a storm) is a two-day global Indigenous arts event, first hosted 
at the AGO. Building on the success of last year’s event, the next conference will feature 
Indigenous artists, curators and scholars from Australia, New Zealand, North and South 
America and Northern Europe. 

Several events and exhibits at 
the AGO this year will highlight 
the work of Indigenous artists 
from Canada and around the world. 
For more information about these 
events, please visit AGO.ca

ON THE PATH OF 
INDIGENOUS & CANADIAN ART

Sandra Brewster, Blur 9 (2), 2016/17.  
Photo-based gel transfer on archival paper,  
30 x 22 cm. Image courtesy Sandra 
Brewster and Georgia Scherman Projects. 
© Sandra Brewster.

Maori artist Lisa Reihana describes  
her large-scale work, In Pursuit of Venus 
[Infected]. Photo by Brad Coleman.

The installation is curated by Julie Nagam 
with support from the AGO’s Wanda 
Nanibush, curator, Indigenous Art.  
Co-produced by imagineNATIVE Film & 
Media Arts Festival.



Complete your experience at AGO Bistro 
and enjoy delicious meals and cocktails 
inspired by our exhibitions.

AGO Members enjoy a 10% discount at AGO Bistro, excluding 
alcohol and prix fixe menus. Menu subject to change. @AGOBistro #AGOBistro

Book your table today.  
AGO.ca/ago-bistro  |  416 979 6688

Choose from a curated selection  
of books, art prints, gifts and more.
Shop in-store or online at shop.AGO.ca

@shop.ago #AGOToronto AGO Members enjoy a 10% discount  
at shopAGO. Some restrictions apply.

Vija Celmins catalogue; Black Mesh 
Double-walled Bowl; 100% Felted Wool 
Pebbles (various sizes/colours)



AGO MASSIVE, TORONTO’S ULTIMATE 
CONTEMPORARY ART PARTY, IS 15 YEARS OLD!
Our celebration of emerging and established artists began in 2005,  
featuring great art installations and dynamic live performances conceived   
and created specifically for this unique event.

AGO Massive gives artists a tremendous opportunity to present their 
work to a large audience. But beyond providing a platform for prolific artists, 
Massive has brought thousands of art lovers together over the years to raise 
collectively more than $3.8 million in support of the AGO’s compelling 
exhibitions and education programming, as well as supporting the care and 
conservation of our invaluable Collection.

For this year’s celebration, we were thematically inspired by the token 
gift of a 15th anniversary – crystal. Often represented as a shimmering 
stone, beaming with endless light and colour, the true definition of crystal 
extends far past this one example. The crystal in all its forms was brilliantly 
brought to life through art, food, music and performance, through our col-
laboration with this year’s Creative Director, Director X. Vibrant Toronto-
based artists and entertainers took over multiple levels of the AGO, creating 
an exciting multi-sensory experience. Thank you to this year’s co-chairs Ali 
Azzopardi & Deanne Moser for their support and leadership, along with 
our dedicated Massive committee members, the incredible artists and 
entertainers and our generous sponsors and partners for making this special 
anniversary year such an immense success.

We are unbelievably proud to celebrate 15 years of sparking conversation, 
immersing our audience in a unique experience, engaging with artists and 
inspiring creativity through Massive. To all who have contributed to AGO 
Massive throughout these 15 years – we raise a glass to you! 

To learn more about the exciting fundraising events supporting the AGO,  
visit AGO.ca/support/fundraising-events
 

AGO MASSIVE CH
EE

RS
 TO

 15
 YE

AR
S!

Scenes from the AGO Massive 15th anniversary crystal celebration capture the art, energy and excitement
of the city’s ultimate art party. Director X, this year’s Creative Director, is flanked by co-chairs 
Ali Azzopardi (at left) and Deanne Moser. Courtesy AGO Image Resources. © Art Gallery of Ontario.



EXHIBITION CALENDAR

NOW OPEN
LOOK:FORWARD
The spectacular reinstallation of our 
renowned art collection continues. 

TURN OFF SOCIAL MEDIA:
Contemporary Art from the AGO 
Collection

YAYOI KUSAMA
Infinity Mirrored Room - 
Let’s Survive Forever

PHOTOGRAPHY, 1920s–1940s:
Women in Focus

KÄTHE KOLLWITZ:
Becoming Käthe Kollwitz

JOSEPH BEUYS: Part Two

ETHIOPIAN ART, 1400 – 1900:
A Living Culture

VIJA CELMINS:
To Fix the Image in Memory

GERSHON ISKOWITZ
PRIZE WINNER: Valérie Blass

COMING UP
BRIAN JUNGEN:
Friendship Centre
Opens June 20

SANDRA BREWSTER
Opens July 27

KAROO ASHEVAK
Opens July 27

LISA REIHANA
Opens September 21

EARLY RUBENS
Opens October 12

HITO STEYERL
Opens October 24

CLOSING SOON
KARA HAMILTON:
Water in Two Colours
Closes June 23

WINSOM:
I Rise
Closes July 7  

PROGRAMS & EVENTS There’s something for everyone at the AGO – special talks and events, fun family 
programs as well as great courses and workshops. AGO Members always enjoy 
discounts on all programs. Visit AGO.ca/learn or call 416 979 6608 for more information. 

COURSES & WORKSHOPS 

Whether you’ve never picked up a paintbrush,  
or you’ve studied art for years, the AGO has a  
course for you, offered in a fun and supportive 
environment that includes access to our galleries.
 

Adults
New to the studio? We recommend Introduction to 
Everything, a sampler course that gets you started 
in painting, drawing, printmaking and sculpture.

Adults... continued
Seasoned studio learner? Try Art of Drawing,  
a course that gets you up-close and emulating  
the techniques of the master artists found in  
the galleries. 

Looking for a social with a twist? Try Drawing.
Drinks, the first Friday of every month. Start  
with a drink in AGO Bistro, followed by sketching 
in the galleries. 

Children & Youth
Available Saturdays or Sundays, courses and 
workshops provide young artists aged six to 18 
the freedom to explore their artistic potential 
while learning new skills with an engaging and 
contemporary approach.   

AGO Art Camp
Join us this summer for AGO Art Camp where 
young campers (ages 5–13) explore their 
creativity and make innovative art projects while 
exploring the AGO’s galleries and collections. 

AGO 
ALL 
HOURS
DEBUT
On May 25, the AGO 
is celebrating its new 
admission model with the 
launch of AGO All Hours,  
a fresh, unmissable new 
event that will take place 
three times a year. 

Channeling the laid-back  
yet fun vibe of a classic 
Toronto block party, this new  
all-day, all-night, all-ages 
event reimagines the 
museum-going experience 
by offering special 
programs, art installations, 
artmaking activities, artist 
pop-up talks, marquee 
performances, pop-up bars, 
food stations and more.

Enjoy sculpture courses in our studio

The AGO gratefully acknowledges the 
support of its Signature Partner and 
Emerging Artists Partner of AGO All Hours



YOUTH PROGRAMS
FREE After Three
Activities for youth 14 to 25
Mixtapes, break dances, artmaking and more.
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays, 3 pm.

AGO Youth Programs
AGO Youth programs focus on building community, 
making art and creating safe and inclusive spaces 
for youth 14 to 25.

FAMILY PROGRAMS
Mindful Makers
Our new workspace in the Weston Family 
Learning Centre is for artists of all ages to 
feed their creative impulses. Get inspired 
by works in the AGO Collection and special 
exhibitions. Make your own inventive 
creations! Open during regular Gallery hours; 
materials provided.

Learning Together
Our family programs (ages 2–10 with an adult) 
offer a chance to be creative with your child. 
Join us for our Side-by-Side or Drawing 
Together in the Galleries courses or check 
out our new Building Together or Painting 
Together workshops! 

The Dr. Mariano Elia Hands-On Centre
Here you’ll find artmaking activities for 
the whole family, with a special focus on 
our youngest learners! Programs change
frequently and our team is here to help 
support creative family learning time together.
Tuesday – Friday, 10:30 am – 2 pm
Saturdays & Sundays, 10:30 am – 4 pm 

Find the AGO Art Cart    
Saturdays & Sundays
Various locations
A mobile play station roams the AGO, presenting 
games, puzzles, artmaking opportunities and 
more for the whole family. Ask about our NEW 
Texture cart for a multisensory experience.

EDUCATION PROGRAMS 
Supported by endowment funds from 
the Arthur Lismer Group
The Learning Circle and 
the Learning Fund

THE DR. MARIANO ELIA HANDS-ON CENTRE 
Generously supported by 
The Mariano Elia Foundation 

FAMILY PROGRAMS 
Generously supported by 
Janis Rotman

YOUTH PROGRAMS
Generously supported by 
Robert Harding & Angel Yang
Nancy E.A. Main

With assistance from 
The Lloyd Carr-Harris Foundation
Nordstrom

Children enjoy AGO 
Art Camp programming 
in nearby Grange Park.

AGO Art Carts bring fun artmaking 
activities throughout the Gallery.

An inspiring range of adult courses is offered at the AGO.
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317 Dundas Street West
Toronto, Ontario M5T 1G4
AGO.ca

Membership  
      has 
 Benefits

FOR YOU...
FREE COAT CHECK
When you visit, leave your coat or bag with us.

FREE MEMBERS-ONLY PREVIEWS
See our special exhibitions before they open to the public.

DISCOUNTS
AGO Members always enjoy discounts at AGO Bistro 
and caféAGO, as well as education programs, camps, 
classes, talks and so much more.

AND FOR EVERYONE...
The support and commitment of AGO Members like you 
enables us to provide even more access so visitors 25 
and under can enter for free. We couldn’t do it without you.

Thank you. And see you soon!

CALL 416 979 6620  |  M – F: 9 am – 5 pm 

CLICK AGO.ca/membership 

VISIT the Membership Desk during regular Gallery hours.

Spring/Summer 2019

All notices regarding the Art Gallery of Ontario’s Annual General Meeting, on June 26, 2019, are available to AGO Members electronically. Please visit AGO.ca/membership to read all AGM Notices.


